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Six experiments explored the hypothesis that the members of categories which 
are considered most prototypical are those with most attributes in common with 
other members of the category and least attributes in common with other cat- 
egories. In probabilistic terms, the hypothesis is that prototypicality is a function 
of the total cue validity of the attributes of items. In Experiments 1 and 3, sub- 
jects listed attributes for members of semantic categories which had been pre- 
viously rated for degree of prototypicality. High positive correlations were ob- 
tained between those ratings and the extent of distribution of an item’s attributes 
among the other items of the category. In Experiments 2 and 4, subjects listed su- 
perordinates of category members and listed attributes of members of contrasting 
categories. Negative correlations were obtained between prototypicality and su- 
perordinates other than the category in question and between prototypicality and 
an item’s possession of attributes possessed by members of contrasting cat- 
egories. Experiments 5 and 6 used artificial categories and showed that family 
resemblance within categories and lack of overlap of elements with contrasting 
categories were correlated with ease of learning, reaction time in identifying an 
item after learning, and rating of prototypicality of an item. It is argued that fam- 
ily resemblance offers an alternative to criterial features in defining categories. 

As speakers of our language and members of our culture, we know 
that a chair is a more reasonable exemplar of the categoryfurniture than 
a radio, and that some chairs fit our idea or image of a chair better than 
others. However, when describing categories analytically, most tradi- 
tions of thought have treated category membership as a digital, all-or- 
none phenomenon. That is, much work in philosophy, psychology, 
linguistics, and anthropology assumes that categories are logical 
bounded entities, membership in which is defined by an item’s posses- 
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sion of a simple set of criterial features, in which all instances possessing 
the criteria1 attributes have a full and equal degree of membership. 

In contrast to such a view, it has been recently argued (see Lakoff, 
1972; Rosch, 1973; Zadeh, 1965) that some natural categories are analog 
and must be represented logically in a manner which reflects their analog 
structure. Rosch (1973, 1975b) has further characterized some natural 
analog categories as internally structured into a prototype (clearest cases, 
best examples of the category) and nonprototype members, with nonpro- 
totype members tending toward an order from better to poorer ex- 
amples. While the domain for which such a claim has been demonstrated 
most unequivocally is that of color (Berlin & Kay, 1969; Heider, 1971, 
1972; Mervis, Catlin, & Rosch, 1975; Rosch, 1974, in press-c, in press- 
d), there is also considerable evidence that natural superordinate se- 
mantic categories have a prototype structure. Subjects can reliably rate 
the extent to which a member of a category fits their idea or image of 
the meaning of the category name (Rosch, 1973, 1975a), and such 
ratings predict performance in a number of tasks (Rips, Shoben & Smith, 
1973; Rosch, 1973, 1975a, in press-c, 1975b; Smith, Rips, & Shoben, 
1974; Smith, Shoben, & Rips, 1974). 

However, there has, as yet, been little attention given to the problem 
of how internal structure arises. That is, what principles govern the for- 
mation of category prototypes and gradients of category membership? 
For some categories which probably have a physiological basis, such as 
colors, forms, and facial expressions of basic human emotions, proto- 
types may be stimuli which are salient prior to formation of the cate- 
gory, whose salience, at the outset, determines the categorical structur- 
ing of those domains (Ekman, 1971; McDaniel, Note 1; Rosch, 1974, 
1975b). For the artificial categories which have been used in prototype 
research-such as families of dot patterns (Posner, 1973) and artificial 
faces (Reed, 1972)-the categories have been intentionally structured 
and/or the prototypes have been defined so that the prototypes were 
central tendencies of the categories. For most domains, however, proto- 
types do not appear to precede the category (Rosch, in press-a) and 
must be formed through principles of learning and information pro- 
cessing from the items given in the category. The present research was 
not intended to provide a processing model of the learning of categories 
or formation of prototypes; rather, our intention was to examine the 
stimulus relations which underlie such learning. That is, the purpose of 
the present research was to explore one of the major structural princi- 
ples which, we believe, may govern the formation of the prototype 
structure of semantic categories. 

This principle was first suggested in philosophy; Wittgenstein (1953) 
argued that the referents of a word need not have common elements in 
order for the word to be understood and used in the normal functioning 
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of language. He suggested that, rather, a family resemblance might be 
what linked the various referents of a word. A family resemblance rela- 
tionship consists of a set of items of the form AB, BC, CD, DE. That is, 
each item has at least one, and probably several, elements in common 
with one or more other items, but no, or few, elements are common to 
all items. The existence of such relationships in actual natural language 
categories has not previously been investigated empirically. 

In the present research, we viewed natural semantic categories as net- 
works of overlapping attributes; the basic hypothesis was that members 
of a category come to be viewed as prototypical of the category as a 
whole in proportion to the extent to which they bear a family resem- 
blance to (have attributes which overlap those of) other members of the 
category. Conversely, items viewed as most prototypical of one cate- 
gory will be those with least family resemblance to or membership in 
other categories. In natural categories of concrete objects, the two as- 
pects of family resemblance should coincide rather than conflict since it 
is reasonable that categories tend to become organized in such a way 
that they reflect the correlational structure of the environment in a 
manner which renders them maximally discriminable from each other 
(Rosch, in press-a; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, in 
press). 

The present structural hypothesis is closely related to a cue validity 
processing model of classification in which the validity of a cue is de- 
fined in terms of its total frequency within a category and its propor- 
tional frequency in that category relative to contrasting categories. 
Mathematically, cue validity has been defined as a conditional probabil- 
ity-specifically, the frequency of a cue being associated with the cate- 
gory in question divided by the total frequency of that cue over all rele- 
vant categories (Beach, 1964; Reed, 1972). Unfortunately, cue validity 
has been treated as a model in conflict with a prototype model of cate- 
gory processing where prototypes are operationally defined solely as at- 
tribute means (Reed, 1972). If prototypes are defined more broadly-for 
example, as the abstract representation of a category, or as those cate- 
gory members to which subjects compare items when judging category 
membership, or as the internal structure of the category defined by sub- 
jects’ judgments of the degree to which members fit their “idea or 
image” of the category-then prototypes should coincide rather 
than conflict with cue validity. That is, if natural categories of concrete 
objects tend to become organized so as to render the categories maxi- 
mally discriminable from each other, it follows that the maximum possible 
cue validity of items within each category will be attained (Rosch et al., 
in press). The principle of family resemblance relationships can be re- 
stated in terms of cue validity since the attributes most distributed among 
members of a category and least distributed among members of con- 
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trasting categories are, by definition, the most valid cues to membership 
in the category in question. We use the term family resemblance rather 
than cue validity primarily to emphasize that we are dealing with a de- 
scription of structural principles and not with a processing model. We be- 
lieve that the principle of family resemblance relationships is a very gen- 
eral one and is applicable to categories regardless of whether or not they 
have features common to members of the category or formal criteria for 
category membership. 

In all of the studies of the present research, family resemblances were 
defined in terms of discrete attributes such as has legs, you drive it, or 
the letter B is a member. These are the kinds of features of natural se- 
mantic categories which can be most readily reported and the features 
normally used in definitions of categories by means of lists of formal cri- 
teria. Insofar as the context in which an attribute occurs as part of a 
stimulus may always affect perception and understanding of the attri- 
bute, discrete attributes of this type may be an analytic myth. How- 
ever, in one sense, the purpose of the present research was to show that 
it is not necessary to invoke attribute interactions or higher order gestalt 
properties of stimuli (such as those used by Posner, 1973; Reed, 1972; 
Rosch, Simpson, & Miller, Note 2) in order to analyze the prototype 
structure of categories. That is, even at the level of analysis of the type 
of discrete attributes normally used in definitions of categories by means 
of criteria1 features, we believe there is a principle of the structure of 
stimulus sets, family resemblances, which can be shown to underlie cat- 
egory prototype structure. 

The present paper reports studies using three different types of cate- 
gory; superordinate semantic categories such as furniture and vehicle, 
basic level semantic categories such as chair and car, and artificial cat- 
egories formed from sets of letter strings. For each type of stimulus, 
both aspects of the family resemblance hypothesis (that the most proto- 
typical members of categories are those with most attributes in common 
with other members of that category and are those with least attributes 
in common with other categories) were tested. 

Superordinate semantic categories are of particular interest because 
they are sufficiently abstract that they have few, if any, attributes com- 
mon to all members (Rosch et al., in press). Thus, such categories may 
consist almost entirely of items related to each other by means of family 
resemblances of overlapping attributes. In addition, superordinate cat- 
egories have the advantage that their membership consists of a finite 
number of names of basic level categories which can be adequately sam- 
pled. Superordinate categories have the disadvantage that they do not 
have contrasting categories (operationally defined below); thus, the sec- 
ond half of the family resemblance hypothesis (that prototypical 
members of categories have least resemblance to other categories) had 
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to be tested indirectly by measuring membership in, rather than attri- 
butes in common with, other superordinate categories. 

Basic level semantic categories are of great interest because they are 
the level of abstraction at which the basic category cuts in the world 
may be made (Rosch, in press-a; Rosch et al., in press). However, basic 
level categories present a sampling problem since their membership con- 
sists of an infinite number of objects. On the positive side, basic level 
categories do form contrast sets, thus, making possible a direct test of the 
second part of the family resemblance hypothesis. 

Artificial categories were needed because they made possible the 
study of prototype formation with adequate controls. In natural language 
domains of any type, categories have long since evolved in culture and 
been learned by subjects. Both prototypes and the attribute structure of 
categories are independent variables; we can only measure their correla- 
tions. Artificial categories are of use because attribute structures can be 
varied in a controlled manner and the development of prototypes studied 
as a dependent variable. 

PART I: SUPERORDINATE SEMANTIC CATEGORIES 

Experiment 1 

Although it is always possible for an ingenious philosopher or psychol- 
ogist to invent criteria1 attributes defining a category, earlier research 
has shown that actual subjects rate superordinate semantic categories as 
having few, if any, attributes common to all members (Rosch et al., in 
press). Thus, if the “categorical” nature of these categories is to be ex- 
plained, it appeared most likely to reside in family resemblances between 
members. Part of the purpose of the present experiment was to obtain 
portraits of the distribution of attributes of members of a number of su- 
perordinate natural language categories. Part of the hypothesis was that 
category members would prove to bear a family resemblance relationsip 
to each other. The major purpose of the experiment, however, was to 
observe the relation between degree of relatedness between members of 
the category and the rated prototypicality of those members. The spe- 
cific hypothesis was that a measure of the degree to which an item bore 
a family resemblance to other members of the category would prove sig- 
nificantly correlated with previously obtained prototypicality ratings of 
the members of the category. 

Method 
Subjects. Subjects were 400 students in introductory psychology 

classes who received this 10 min task as part of their classroom work. 
Stimuli. The categories used were the six most common categories of 

concrete nouns in English, determined by a measure of word frequency 
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(Kucera & Francis, 1967). All of the categories were ones for which 
norms for the prototypicality of items had already been obtained for 
50-60 category members (Rosch, 1975a). These norms were derived 
from subjects’ ratings of the extent to which each item fit their “idea or 
image” of the meaning of the category name. (The rating task and in- 
structions were very similar to those used in Experiment 3 of the present 
research. A complete account of the methods for deriving the six su- 
perordinate categories and complete norms for all items of the six cat- 
egories are provided in Rosch, in press-d.) The 20 items from each cate- 
gory used in the present experiment were chosen to represent the full 
range of goodness-of-example ranks. These items are listed, in their 
goodness-of-example order, in Table 1. 

Procedure. Each of the 120 items shown in Table 1 was printed at the 
top of a page, and the pages assembled into packets consisting of six 
items, one from each superordinate category. Items were chosen ran- 
domly within a category such that each subject who received an item 
received it with different items from the other five categories and received 
the items representing each category in a different order. Each item was 
rated by 20 subjects. Each subject rated six items, one from each cate- 
gory. 

Subjects were asked to list the attributes possessed by each item. In- 
structions were: 

This is a very simple experiment to find out the characteristics and attributes 
that people feel are common to and characteristic of different kinds of ordinary 
everyday objects. For example, for bicycles you might think of things they have 
in common like two wheels, pedals, handlebars, you ride on them, they don’t use 
fuel, etc. For dogs you might think of things they have in common like having 
four legs, barking, having fur, etc. 

There are six pages following this one. At the top of each is listed the name of 
one common object. For each page, you’ll have a minute and a half to write down 
all of the attributes of that object that you can think of. But try not to just free as- 
sociate-for example, if bicycles just happen to remind you of your father, don’t 
write down father. 

Okay-you’ll have a minute and a half for each page. When I say turn to the 
next page, read the name of the object and write down the attributes or character- 
istics you think are characteristic of that object as fast as you can until you’re 
told to turn the page again. 

Measurement of family resemblance. To derive the basic measure of 
family resemblance, for each category, all attributes mentioned by sub- 
jects were listed and each item, for which an attribute had been listed, 
was credited with that attribute. Two judges reviewed the resulting table 
and indicated cases in which an attribute was clearly and obviously 
false. These attributes were deleted from the tabulation. The judges also 
indicated any attribute which had been listed for one or more items, but 
was clearly and obviously true of another item in the category for which 
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it had not happened to be listed by any of the 20 subjects. These items 
were also credited with the relevant attribute. Judges were not permitted 
to list new attributes, and no item was credited with an attribute about 
which judges disagreed or about which either judge was uncertain. The 
total changes made by the judges were infrequent. 

Each attribute received a score, ranging from I-20, representing the 
number of items in the category which had been credited with that attri- 
bute. By this means, each attribute was weighted in accordance with the 
number of items in the category possessing it. The basic measure of de- 
gree of family resemblance for an item was the sum of the weighted 
scores of each of the attributes that had been listed for that item. 

This basic measure of family resemblance possessed a source of po- 
tential distortion, however. In the measure, each additional item with 
which an attribute was credited added an equal increment of family 
resemblance. Thus, the measure depended upon the assumption that the 
numerical frequency of an attribute within a category was an interval 
measure of the underlying psychological weight of that attribute (e.g., 
the difference between an attribute which belonged to two items versus 
one item was equal to the difference between an attribute which be- 
longed to 19 versus 18 items). Such an assumption is not necessarily 
reasonable; therefore, a second measure of family resemblance was also 
computed. To derive this measure, each attribute was weighted with the 
natural logarithm of the raw score representing the number of items in 
the category which had been credited with that attribute; the second 
measure, thus, consisted of the sum of the natural logarithms of the 
scores of each of the attributes that had been listed for an item. 

Results and Discussion 

The purpose of the study was both to provide a portrait of the struc- 
ture of the categories and to test the correlation between family resem- 
blance and prototypicality of items. In terms of structure, Fig. 1 shows 
the mean frequency distribution for the number of attributes applied to 
each number (I-20) of items/category. As had been previously found 
when subjects listed attributes for superordinate category names (Rosch 
et al., in press), in the present study, few attributes were given which were 
true of all 20 members of the category-for four of the categories, there 
was only one such item; for two of the categories, none. Furthermore, 
the single attribute which did apply to all members, in three cases was 
true of many other items besides those within that superordinate (for ex- 
ample, “you eat it” for fruit). Thus, the salient attribute structure of 
these categories tended to reside, not in criteria1 features common to all 
members of the category which distinguished those members from all 
others, but in a large number of attributes true of some, but not all, cate- 
gory members. 
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FIG. 1. Frequency distribution for number of attributes applied to each number of 
items/category. 

Those attributes unique to a single member are not of primary interest 
for the present study since they do not contribute to the structure of the 
category per se. In actual fact, the number of unique attributes appli- 
cable to items was evenly distributed over members of the categories; 
for none of the six categories was the number of unique attributes signi- 
ficantly correlated with prototypicality. Of the attributes applicable to 
two or more members, Fig. 1 shows that the number of attributes de- 
creases as the number of items to which the attribute is applicable in- 
creases. In summary: the majority of attributes listed for items in the six 
categories demonstrated a family resemblance. relationship; that is, they 
were common to only some of the category members. 

The major hypothesis of the experiment was that this family resem- 
blance structure would prove significantly correlated with the prototypi- 
cality of items. Correlations were computed separately for each of the 
two measures of family resemblance and separately for each category. 
The measure of prototypicality was the mean rating on a 7-point scale of 
the extent to which items fit subjects’ idea or image of the meaning of 
the category names (Rosch, 1975a). The basic measure of degree of 
family resemblance for an item was the sum of the weighted raw scores 
of each of the attributes listed for the item. The logarithmic measure of 
family resemblance was the sum of the natural logarithms of the scores 
of each of the attributes that had been listed for an item. Items in each 
category were ranked l-20 on the basis of prototypicality and were 
ranked l-20 on the basis of each of the measures of family resemblance. 
Spearman rank-order correlations between the ranks of items on family 
resemblance and their ranks on prototypicality were performed sepa- 
rately for each of the measures of family resemblance and for each of the 
categories. These correlations, for the basic measure of family resem- 
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TABLE 2 
NUMBER OF ATTRIBUTES IN COMMON TO FIVE MOST AND FIVE LEAST 

PROTOTYPICAL MEMBERS OF SIX CATEGORIES 

Category Most typical members Least typical members 

Furniture 13 2 
Vehicle 36 2 
Fruit 16 0 
Weapon 9 0 
Vegetable 3 0 
Clothing 21 0 

blance, were: furniture, 0.88; vehicle, 0.92; weapon, 0.94; fruit, 0.85; 
vegetable, 0.84; clothing, 0.91. These correlations for the logarithmic 
measure of family resemblance were: furniture, 0.84; vehicle, 0.90; 
weapon, 0.93; fruit, 0.88; vegetable, 0.86; clothing, 0.88. All were signifi- 
cant (p < .OOl). 

Such results strongly confirm our hypothesis that the more an item 
has attributes in common with other members of the category, the more 
it will be considered a good and representative member of the category. 
Furthermore, the similarity in results obtained with the basic and the 
logarithmic measures of family resemblance argues that this relationship 
is not dependent upon the properties of the particular scale used in mea- 
surement. Specifically, items in a category tended to be credited with 
approximately equal numbers of attributes, but the less prototypical the 
item, the fewer other items in the category tended to share each attri- 
bute. Thus, the ranks for the basic and logarithmic measures of family 
resemblance were almost identical, and the correlations between family 
resemblance and prototypicality were scarcely affected by the change in 
measure. The relationship between degree of family resemblance and 
prototypicality for these categories, thus, appears to be a robust one. 

A corollary of this finding may account for one of the persistent illu- 
sions concerning superordinate categories. Subjects, upon receiving 
feedback from the experiment, and audiences, upon being told of it, gen- 
erally argue that they feel positive that there are many attributes com- 
mon to all members of the category even when they cannot think of 
any specific attributes for which there are not counterexamples. If the 
more prototypical members of a category are those which have most at- 
tributes common to other members of the category it is probable that 
they are most likely to have attributes in common with each other. To 
investigate this possibility, the number of attributes common to the five 
most and five least prototypical items in each category were compared. 
The number of attributes are shown in Table 2. It is clear from this count 
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that, while category members as a whole may not have items in 
common, the five most typical items of each category tend to have many 
items in common. Thus, if subjects think of the best examples of the cat- 
egory when hearing the category name (Rosch, 1975a), the illusion 
of common elements is likely to arise and persist-an illusion which may 
be what makes definition of categories in terms of criteria1 attributes ap- 
pear so reasonable. 

A second corollary of the finding of a strong relationship between fam- 
ily resemblance and prototypicality concerns the structure of the se- 
mantic space in which items of a category are embedded. Previous 
studies of the nature of the semantic spaces of superordinate categories 
have focused on the dimensionality of the space (Henley, 1969; Rips 
et al., 1973; Smith, Shoben, & Rips, 1974). However, there are other pro- 
perties of semantic spaces which can be of interest. For example, items 
which are perceived as closest to all members of a group of items should 
fall in the center of the space defined by means of proximity scaling of 
those items. For purposes of the present study, we can predict that 
items with the greatest family resemblance should fall in the center of 
the semantic space defined by proximity scaling of the items in a cate- 
gory; such an effect can be predicted regardless of the dimensionality or 
lack of dimensionality of the semantic space. If, in addition, items are 
perceived as similar to each other in proportion to the number of attri- 
butes which they have in common, multidimensional scaling of the simi- 
larity judgments between all pairs of items in a category should result in 
a semantic space in which the distance of items from the origin of the 
space is determined by their degree of family resemblance. 

A multidimensional scaling study of the categories furniture, vehicle, 
weapon, fruit, and vegetable was performed as part of a larger study.’ 
Stimuli were the same 20 items in these categories shown in Table 1 plus 
the superordinate category name. All possible pairs of the 21 items in 
each category were printed in a booklet and were rated on a 9-point 
scale for degree of similarity between the items. Fifteen subjects rated 
the items in each category. The similarity ratings were scaled by M-D 
scale (Shepard, 1962; Shepard, Romney, & Nerlove, Vol. 1, 1972). Re- 
sults showed that, while the dimensionality of the scaling solutions was 
generally difficult to interpret, in all cases the category name and the 
most prototypical items appeared to be the most central in the scaling 
solution regardless of the number of dimensions or the rotation used. To 
check this finding, Spearman rank-order correlations between degree of 

1 The larger study was performed in collaboration with E. E. Smith, E. J. Shoben, and 
L. J. Rips of Stanford University. Half of the subjects were tested at the University of 
California, Berkeley, half at Stanford University. The multidimensional scaling was per- 
formed entirely at Stanford. 
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family resemblance and distance of an item from the origin in the three- 
dimensional scaling solution with minimum stress were performed for 
the five categories. These correlations were: furniture, 0.89; vehicle, 
0.94; weapon, 0.95; fruit, 0.92; and vegetable, 0.90. All were significant 
(p < .OOl). 

In the use of proximity scaling for items in semantic categories, it is 
customary to rely for interpretation on dimensions which characterize 
the space as a whole (see Shepard, Romney, & Nerlove, Vol. II, 1971). 
Such a trend is similar to the tradition of treating categories only in 
terms of logical defining features which are common to all members of 
the category. The present example of the use of scaling shows that, 
although family resemblance was defined in terms of discrete features no 
one of which was common to all category members, and although the di- 
mensionality of the categories was not obvious in the scaling solutions, 
the property of centrality of items in the semantic space was still inter- 
pretable; that is, degree of family resemblance was highly predictive of 
centrality in a semantic space defined by global similarity ratings of the 
items in the category. 

In summary: The hypotheses of Experiment 1 were confirmed. For six 
superordinate categories, 20 members of the category were character- 
ized by attributes which were common to some, but not all, members. 
The degree to which a given member possessed attributes in common 
with other members was highly correlated with the degree to which it 
was rated prototypical (representative) of the category name. In addi- 
tion, degree of family resemblance predicted the centrality of items in 
the semantic space generated by multidimensional scaling of similarity 
ratings between items in the category. 

Experiment 2 

The initial hypothesis behind Experiment 2 was the direct converse of 
that of Experiment 1, namely that the most prototypical members of 
categories would not only have the greatest family resemblance to 
members of their category but would also be maximally distant from 
and, thus, have the least attributes in common with members of other 
categories at the same level of linguistic contrast. We found that this hy- 
pothesis could not be tested directly for superordinate categories. 

The standard empirical method for deriving linguistic contrast sets 
from research participants is some variant of the question, “If X is not a 
Y, what is it (might it be)?” (Frake, 1969). We pretested both the simple 
form of the question and the elaborated instructions used in Experiment 
4. However, for the six superordinate categories of the present research, 
such instructions failed to produce consistent responses from subjects; 
those subjects who were able to respond at all tended to produce indi- 
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vidual creative answers which were not considered reasonable by other 
subjects to whom they were shown. For superordinate categories, we, 
therefore, turned to an indirect test of the hypothesis by means of mea- 
surement of overlap in category membership. If the best examples of su- 
perordinate categories are those with least in common with other cat- 
egories they should be dominant members of few (or no) categories 
other than the superordinate in question. Thus, prototypicality should be 
correlated with a measure of the dominance of a category over its 
members (Loftus & Scheff, 1971). Subjects could readily list superor- 
dinates for category members. The hypothesis of Experiment 2 was, 
thus, that the more prototypical a member of a superordinate category, 
the less dominant its membership would prove to be in categories other 
than the superordinate in question. 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were 400 students in introductory and upper- 
division psychology classes, none of whom had participated in Experi- 
ment 1. They participated in the experiment as part of their classroom 
work. 

Stimuli. Stimuli were the same members of five of the six most 
common superordinate categories of concrete nouns that had been used 
in Experiment 1 (clothing was erroneously omitted). The items were as- 
sembled in the same manner as described for Experiment 1. The only 
difference in format was that under each item, three lines labeled “ 1, 2, 
and 3” were printed on the page. 

Procedure. Instructions were as follows: 

On each of the pages given you, you will see a noun and three lines. On each 
line, we want you to write a category to which the noun belongs. For example, if 
the noun were “collie,” you might write dog, animal, or pet (etc.). 

Note that all of the words you see are to be interpreted as concrete nouns, not 
as verbs. For example, if you saw the word “dress,” interpret it as the article of 
clothing “dress” and not the action of getting dressed. 

Be sure to write three categories to which the noun belongs for each noun. 

Computation of category membership score. Categories listed in first, 
second, and third place were weighted accordingly: three for first place 
mention, two for second place mention, one for third place mention. 
Since our hypothesis concerned single versus multiple category member- 
ships and salient category memberships in any category other than the 
designated superordinate, we required a measure of the degree of domi- 
nance of the designated superordinate over the other most frequently 
mentioned superordinates. For each item, this was the following 
weighted measure: (designated superordinate minus most frequently 
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mentioned other superordinate) plus (designated superordinate minus 
second most frequently measured other superordinate). This produced a 
single measure of category dominance for each item. 

Results and Discussion 

Category dominance of each item was scored as described above; the 
items within each category were ranked in accordance with their relative 
degree of category dominance. A Spearman rank-order correlation was 
performed for each category between category dominance and prototyp- 
icality. These correlations were: fruit, 0.71; furniture, 0.83; vegetable, 
0.67; vehicle, 0.82; weapon, 0.77. All were significant (p < .OOl). 

Our hypothesis was that the more prototypical an item in a given cat- 
egory, the less it would bear a family resemblance to items in other cat- 
egories, and, thus, the less likely it would be to have salient member- 
ship in those other categories. Membership in other categories was the 
variable which it proved possible to measure. The strong positive corre- 
lations between prototypicality and dominance of membership in the cat- 
egory for which prototypicality had been measured confirms this hy- 
pothesis. 

PART II: BASIC LEVEL CATEGORIES 

It has been previously argued (Rosch, in press-a; Rosch et al., in press) 
that there is a basic level of abstraction at which the concrete objects of 
the world are most naturally divided into categories. A working assump- 
tion has been that, in the domains of both man-made and biological ob- 
jects, there occur information-rich bundles of attributes that form natural 
discontinuities. These bundles are both perceptual and functional. It is 
proposed that basic cuts are made at this level. Basic objects (for ex- 
ample, chair, car) are the most inclusive level of abstraction at which 
categories can mirror the correlational structure (Garner, 1974) of the en- 
vironment and the most inclusive level at which there can be many attri- 
butes common to all or most members of the categories. The more 
abstract combinations of basic level objects (e.g., categories such asfurni- 
ture and vehicle used in Experiments 1 and 2) are superordinates which 
share only a few attributes; the common attributes are rather abstract 
ones. Categories below the basic level are subordinates (e.g., kitchen 
chair, sports car). Subordinates are also bundles of predictable attri- 
butes and functions, but contain little more information than the basic 
level object to which they are subordinate. Basic categories are, thus, 
the categories for which the cue validity of attributes within categories is 
maximized: Superordinate categories have lower cue validity than basic 
because they have fewer common attributes within the category; ‘subor- 
dinate categories have lower cue validity than basic because they share 
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attributes with contrasting subordinate categories (e.g., kitchen chair 
shares most of its attributes with living room chair). 

In a converging series of experiments (Rosch et al., in press), it was con- 
firmed that basic objects are the most inclusive categories in which clus- 
ters of attributes occur which subjects agree are possessed by members 
of the category; sets of common motor movements are made when using 
or interacting with objects of that type; commonalities in the shape, and, 
thus, the overall look, of objects occur; it is possible to recognize an 
averaged shape of an object of that class; and it is possible to form a rep- 
resentation of a typical member of the class which is sufficiently con- 
crete to aid in detection of the object in visual noise. In addition, basic 
objects were shown to be the first categorizations made by young chil- 
dren, and basic object names the level of abstraction at which objects 
are first named by children and usually named by adults. 

The present research concerned the question of whether the family 
resemblances of items in basic level categories were related to prototypi- 
cality in the way in which it had proved to be in the superordinate cat- 
egories studied in Experiments 1 and 2. Do subjects agree concerning 
which members of basic object categories are the more prototypical-do 
they agree, for example, about which cars more closely fit their idea or 
image of the meaning of cur? And, if agreement in prototypicality ratings 
is obtained, does it hold, as it did in the case of superordinate categories, 
that the more prototypical category members are those with most resem- 
blance to members of that category and least resemblance to other cat- 
egories? In Experiment 3, the hypothesis was tested that prototypicality 
ratings and degree of family resemblance were positively correlated. 
Experiment 4 tested the converse hypothesis that prototypicality ratings 
were negatively correlated with the degree to which an item possessed 
attributes which were also possessed by members of contrasting cat- 
egories . 

Experiment 3 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were 182 paid undergraduate volunteers who par- 
ticipated as a part of a fundraising for a student organization. None had 
participated in the superordinate category experiments. Thirty-two sub- 
jects rated the stimuli for goodness-of-example; 1.50 listed attributes. 

Stimuli. Superordinate categories have a finite number of members de- 
signable by words, with norms available for the frequency with which 
the members are listed by subjects (Battig & Montague, 1969). The 
members of basic level categories, however, are actual objects, an es- 
sentially infinite population. Six categories were chosen for the present 
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experiment, which had been shown to be at the basic level of abstraction 
by the convergent techniques used in Rosch et al. (in press). The cat- 
egories were: car, truck, airplane, chair, table, and lamp. Each of these 
was a category for which pictures of many objects could be readily ob- 
tained and a category which had the property that the atrtributes of the 
object most listed by subjects (Rosch et al., in press) could be seen in pic- 
tures of the object. Pictures to be used in the present research were se- 
lected from a large sample of pictures (described in Rosch et al., in press); 
two judges chose 15 pictures by the following method-for each category, 
they first found the picture they felt most prototypical of the category, 
then the picture they felt was the worst example of the category (but still 
clearly called a car, chair, etc.). They then selected 13 other pictures 
which they agreed spanned the distance between the two extreme pictures 
in as equal subjective steps as possible given the available pool of pictures. 
The 90 pictures, 15 in each category, chosen in this manner served as 
stimuli in the experiment. 

Procedure 

1. Prototypicality ratings. Subjects were given essentially the same in- 
structions as had been given subjects who rated the prototypicality of 
members of superordinate categories. Basically, subjects were asked to 
rate, on a 7-point scale, the extent to which an instance represented their 
idea or image of the meaning of the category name. Precise instructions 
were: 

This study has to do with what we have in mind when we use words which 
refer to categories. Let’s take the word red as an example. Close your eyes and 
imagine a true red. Now imagine an orangish red . . . imagine a purple red. Al- 
though you might still name the orange-red or the purple-red with the term red, 
they are not as good examples of red (as clear cases of what red refers to) as the 
clear “true” red. In short, some reds are redder than others. The same is true for 
other kinds of categories. Think of dogs. You all have some notion of what a 
“real dog,” a “doggy dog” is. To me a Retriever or a German Sheperd is a very 
doggy dog while a Pekinese is a less doggy dog. Notice that this kind of judgment 
has nothing to do with how well you like the thing; you can like a purple-red 
better than a true red but still recognize that the color you like is not a true red. 
You may prefer to own a Pekinese without thinking that it is the breed that best 
represents what people mean by dogginess. 

In this study you are asked to judge how good an example of a category various 
instances of the category are. The members of the category are pictures; you will 
be told the name of the category and shown 15 pictures of items in the category. 
On your answer sheet are six columns of 15 numbers. After each number is a 
blank. You are to rate how good an example of the category each picture is on a 
7-point scale. A 1 means that you feel the picture is a very good example of your 
idea or image of what the category is; a 7 means you feel the picture fits very 
poorly with your idea or image of the category (or is not a member at all). A 4 
means you feel the picture fits moderately well. Use the other numbers of the 
7-point scale to indicate intermediate judgments. 
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Don’t worry about why you feel that something is or isn’t a good example of 
the category. And don’t worry about whether it’s just you or people in general 
who feel that way. Just mark it the way you see it. 

Slides of the 15 pictures in a category were shown the subjects once 
through rapidly in random order; then, each slide was shown the group 
for 30 seconds while subjects made their ratings. Means of the ratings of 
the 32 subjects in the experiment formed the basis for ranking the items. 

2. Attribute listing. Subjects were given the same instructions for 
listing attributes as the subjects in Experiment 1, with the exception that 
they were told they would be seeing pictures and were asked to list the 
attributes of the item in each picture. Each subject listed attributes for 
six pictures, one from each of the basic level categories. Sets of pictures 
were assembled by the same principles as the sets of words had been in 
testing superordinate categories. Ten subjects listed attributes for each 
picture. Subjects were allowed 1.5 min to list attributes for each slide. 

Results and Discussion 

Methods used for computing family resemblance and for computing the 
correlation between family resemblance of attributes and prototypicality 
ratings were the same methods as had been used in Experiment 1. As 
expected (Rosch et al., in press), basic level categories differed from the 
subordinates in that many more attributes were common to all members 
of the basic level categori’es. However, there were also many attributes 
listed which were not common to all members. These attributes were 
used in the correlation between family resemblance and prototypicality. 
The Spearman rank-order correlations between the basic measure of 
family resemblance and prototypicality were: car, 0.94; truck, 0.84; air- 
plane, 0.88; chair, 0.81; table, 0.88; and lamp, 0.69. The correlations 
between the logarithmic measure of family resemblance and prototypi- 
cahty were: car, 0.86; truck, 0.88; airplane, 0.88; chair 0.79; table, 0.85; 
and lamp, 0.64. All were significant (p < .Ol). Thus, we have verified 
for pictures of basic level objects, as well as for names of members of 
superordinate categories, the more prototypical items are those which 
have most attributes in common with other members of the category. As 
in the case of superordinate categories, this relationship was not depen- 
dent on the particular scale used to measure family resemblance. 

Experiment 4 

The purpose of both Experiments 2 and 4 was to provide data com- 
plementary to that of Experiments 1 and 3. The basic hypothesis of both 
experiments was that categories tend to become organized in such a way 
that they are maximally discriminable from other categories at the same 
level of contrast; hence, the most prototypical members of a category 
are those with least resemblance to, or membership in, other categories. 
For superordinate categories, it had not been possible to obtain contrast 
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sets and, thus, not possible to measure commonality of attributes 
between contrasting categories directly; instead, the hypothesis had 
been tested indirectly by means of an item’s membership in multiple 
categories. For members of basic level categories, the hypothesis proved 
testable directly. 

The basic design of the experiment was: (a) to determine which cat- 
egories were seen in direct contrast to a sample of the basic level cat- 
egories for which we had obtained prototypicality ratings and attribute 
lists in Experiment 2, (b) to obtain lists of attributes for pictures repre- 
senting items in the contrasting categories, and (c) to correlate the 
number of attributes which items shared with contrasting categories with 
prototypicality ratings for the items; a negative correlation was pre- 
dieted . 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were 44 students in psychology classes who per- 
formed the task as part of their classroom work; 24 of the subjects 
served in the contrast set portion of the experiment; 20 subjects listed at- 
tributes. 

Stimuli and procedure. The first part of the experimental procedure 
required obtaining contrast sets of the basic level categories to be used. 
Subjects were read the following instructions: 

Suppose that you are participating in a communication task experiment. An- 
other person is describing “items” to you, and you have to figure out what kind 
of “item” he is describing. The person tells you about each item’s physical attri- 

butes (what it looks like, what parts it has, etc.), and about its functions (what 
people do with it), and about its actions (what it does). Suppose, also, that you 
have guessed once for each item, and you have been told that your answer was 
not correct, but was very close to the correct one. Assume that each word I read 
was your first answer to one item. After I read each item, write down what your 
second answer would be. Remember that your first guess was very close to being 
correct. Think of something that has physical attributes, functions, and actions 
very similar to the ones your “first answer” had. 

Subjects were then given the six names of basic level items used in 
Experiment 2 and asked to write their first guess as to what the item 
might be. Thirty seconds per item were allowed. 

Subjects’ responses were tallied. From the six basic level categories, 
two were selected for which the most consistent responses had been 
given. These two, chair and car, were used for the second part of the 
experiment. 

Stimuli for the attribute listing consisted of pictures of two examples 
of each of the three most frequently given contrast items for chair and 
car. These were: for chair-sofa, stool, and cushion; for car-truck, 
bus, and motorcycle. The pictures were chosen randomly from the pool 
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of available pictures of these items, with the restriction that all of the 
pictures chosen had been rated (by two judges) as good examples of 
their category. 

Attribute lists had already been obtained for the chair and car pictures 
in Experiment 3. Attributes for the six contrast categories were obtained 
by the same procedures as used in Experiment 3; subjects were read the 
same instructions as in Experiment 3, were shown slides of the pictures 
in the contrast categories in random order, and were given 1.5 min to list 
attributes for each picture. Each subject saw six pictures, one of each 
contrast item. Each picture was seen by 10 subjects. 

Results and Discussion 
For each of the 15 chair and 15 car pictures, a tally was made of the 

number of attributes listed for that picture, which had also been listed 
for at least one of the pictures of one of the three contrast categories. 
This tally was used as the measure of amount of overlap between the at- 
tributes of a given item and the attributes of items in the closest con- 
trasting categories. A Spearman rank-order correlation was performed 
between the prototypicality and attribute overlap ranks of the 15 chair 
and 15 car pictures. Results were: chairs r = -.67; cars, Y = -.86. Both 
were significant (p < .Ol). In short, it was clearly confirmed for two 
basic level categories that the more prototypical of the category a pic- 
ture had been rated, the fewer attributes it shared with categories in 
direct contrast with that category. 

PART III. ARTIFICIAL CATEGORIES 

In the four preceding experiments, it was shown for a sample of nat- 
urally occurring categories that items rated more prototypical of the cat- 
egory were more closely related to other members of the category and 
less closely related to members of other categories than were items rated 
less prototypical of a category. Categories designated by the words of 
natural languages have the advantage for study that they have evolved 
and occur in actual human usage; however, they have the disadvantage 
that the variables of interest occur in uncontrolled and, thus, unanalyz- 
able conjunction with each other and with other extraneous factors. In 
the previous experiments, the object was to determine the structure of 
preexisting categories. In the following two experiments, artificial cat- 
egories were constructed in which items differed only in the degree of 
family resemblance within categories or amount of overlap of attributes 
between categories. In these experiments, the structure was provided as 
an independent variable; our hypothesis was that this structure would af- 
fect rate of learning of category items; reaction time in judging category 
membership once the categories were learned; and ratings of prototypi- 
cality of items. 
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In Experiment 5, only the family resemblance of items within cat- 
egories was varied; the categories which subjects learned to discrimi- 
nate contained no elements in common and, thus, no overlap. In Experi- 
ment 6, categories which had previously been learned in Experiment 5, 
where there was no overlap, were taught in conjunction with categories 
whose attributes overlapped some items. Thus, changes in learning, 
reaction time, and judgments of prototypicality created by the difference 
in contrast sets could be observed. 

Experiment 5 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were 30 students in introductory psychology 
classes who received course credit for participation. 

Stimuli. All of the stimuli were constructed out of strings of letters. The 
digits l-9 were mixed with the letters when more symbols were needed. 
Vowels were used only in one stimulus type and only at the ends of 
strings so that pronounceability was not a factor. 

Three types of family resemblance structures were used. Table 3 
shows one example of each structure with the items ordered so that the 
nature of the structure can be seen. After each letter string, the family 
resemblance score of that string is shown. This score is computed as 
described for the basic family resemblance measure in Experiments 1 
and 3. Each letter received a weight (1-5) representing the number of 
strings in the category in which it occurred; the weights of each letter in 
a string were summed to generate the family resemblance score of that 
string. (A letter could not receive a weight of 6 because no letter oc- 
curred in all six items in a category.) 

In the control group structure, all members of the category overlapped 
other members (possessed letters in common with other members) to an 
equal degree; thus, the family resemblance scores of each item were the 
same. The structure of the control group categories was generated in an 
ad hoc manner in order to achieve equal family resemblance scores for 
all items. (To understand better the derivation of the family resemblance 
score, the reader might wish to count the number of strings in the cate- 
gory in which each letter occurred and then sum the weights of the 
letters in a given string.) 

Two experimental groups were used in which members of categories 
possessed letters in common with other members to an unequal degree 
and, hence, possessed differing degrees of family resemblance. One of 
these groups was constructed with a symmetric structure. Each string 
differed systematically by one letter from the preceding string, resulting 
in two “central” strings which were maximally overlapped with the 
other strings in the category. The nature of the symmetric category 
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structures should be apparent from the items shown in Table 3. The two 
central, two intermediate, and two peripheral items of the symmetric cat- 
egories possessed the same degrees of family resemblance. The other 
experimental group was constructed with an asymmetric structure. 
These categories were generated so that one letter only occurred in five 
strings, another letter in four strings, another letter in three strings, three 
letters occurred in two strings, and all other letters occurred only once. 
This structure yielded differences in degree of family resemblance 
between all six of the strings of the asymmetric categories. Specifically, 
the strings of the asymmetric categories possessed the following letter 
weights: string 1 = 5, 4, 3, 2, 2; string 2 = 5, 4, 3, 2, 1; string 3 = 5, 4, 
3, 1, 1; string 4 = 5, 4, 1, 1, 1; string 5 = 5, 2, 1, 1, 1; string 6 = 2, 2, 1, 
1, 1. The reader can verify these letter weights by counting the number 
of strings in which each letter occurs. For each string, the letter weights 
are summed to produce the family resemblance scores shown in Table 3. 

There were six items (six letter strings) within each category. Each 
letter string was typed horizontally in capital letters in the center of a 
12.70 X 20.32 cm white card. Ten different sets of letter combinations 
were used for each category type, all of which possessed a structure 
identical to the set of that type shown in Table 3. Each subject received 
a different set. The letters in a string were not presented to the subject in 
their “structural” order as shown in Table 3, but were randomly ordered 
within each string. An item appeared in the same order throughout the 
task for a given subject. 

Procedure. The letter strings were displayed in a Harvard two-field 
tachistoscope. Subjects were told that they were to learn to distinguish 
two categories, 1s and 2s. They pressed a telegraph key with the fore- 
finger of the dominant hand to indicate a 1 and another key with the fore- 
finger of the other hand to indicate a 2. They were first shown the strings 
which made up each category. First the 1s and then the 2s were displayed 
in random order, 4 set/item, with an approximate interstimulus interval of 
10 sec. The 12 strings which composed the two categories were then dis- 
played in random order. Subjects responded by pressing one of the keys 
to indicate their judgment of the category to which the item belonged. 
They received verbal feedback of correct and wrong from the experi- 
menter until they had achieved two errorless runs. At that point, the 
experimenter told the subject that he had learned the categories, but 
would continue seeing the items and that he was to respond with the cat- 
egory designation as quickly as possible without making errors. The 
subject continued for 15 additional trials. At the conclusion, the subject 
was given the six cards in each category, read the instructions for rating 
prototypicality, and asked to rank order the six cards in terms of the de- 
gree to which each fit the idea or image which he had developed of the 
category. 
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Results and Discussion 

There were three dependent variables of interest; rate of learning, 
reaction time, and rankings of prototypicality. Rate of learning was mea- 
sured by the total number of errors subjects made in classifying an item; 
reaction time was the time a subject took to respond to an item in his 
last run; and rankings of prototypicality were the subjects’ rankings of 
the prototypicality of the items. 

The two structural types of experimental stimuli were each divided 
into three parts: the two stimuli with greatest family resemblance, the 
two with middle degree of family resemblance, and the two with least 
family resemblance. (For the symmetric group, the two items within 
each of the three parts possessed equal degree of family resemblance.) 
For the control set, no such division was possible, and the six items of 
the set were analyzed separately. Table 4 shows the means for all three 
experimental variables for the three types of category structures. 

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for correlated scores was 
performed on the high, medium, and low family resemblance items for 
the two experimental sets and on all six of the items for the control set. 
For the control group, results were not significant for any of the three 
variables. For both experimental groups, however, the results were sig- 
nificant for all three variables: Symmetric categories-rate of learning, 
F(2,9) = 7.09, p < .05; reaction time, F(2,9) = 6.41, p < .05; proto- 
typicality rating, F(2,9) = 11.35, p < .Ol; Asymmetric categories-rate 
of learning, F(2,9) = 9.48, p < .Ol; reaction time, F(2,9) = 7.91, 
p < .05; prototypicality rating, F(2,9) = 14.66, p < .Ol. Thus, the pre- 
dicted results were obtained. In artificial family resemblance sets, when 
no single attribute is common to all members of the set, even when con- 
trast sets have no elements in common with each other, items that have 
greater degree of family resemblance with the members of their own set 

TABLE 4 
EFFECT OF DEGREE OF FAMILY RESEMBLANCE ON RESPONSE MEASURES 

Response measures 

Stimulus type Number of errors 
Reaction time 

(msec) 
Prototypicality 

rating 

Symmetric 
experimental 

Asymmetric 
experimental 

Control 

Hi” Med Lo Hi Med Lo Hi Med Lo 
2.8 4.4 5.5 560 617 692 5.0 3.4 2.1 

2.4 6.8 9.5 532 619 765 5.5 3.5 1.6 

6.5 6.4 6.7 670 6.51 644 3.7 3.4 3.4 

a Hi, Med, and Lo refer to family resemblance scores. 
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are learned more rapidly, identified more rapidly even after practice, and 
judged as more prototypical members of the category than are items 
with a lesser degree of family resemblance. 

Experiment 6 

For the natural categories in the first four experiments, we found that 
the more prototypical items had less resemblance to contrasting cat- 
egories than the less prototypical items. In natural categories, greater 
family resemblance within a category and less resemblance to con- 
trasting categories are inseparable if categories are assumed to form in 
accordance with the natural contingency structure of an environment in 
which attributes occur in correlated clusters (Rosch et al, in press). In 
artificial categories, however, it is possible to separate those two prin- 
ciples. Experiment 5 showed prototype formation to be a function of 
greater family resemblance when there was no influence of overlapping 
attributes from contrasting categories. The hypothesis of Experiment 6 
is that items are considered more prototypical of a category to the extent 
that they do not overlap with contrasting categories. 

The experiment was performed for two sets of stimuli. For the control 
stimuli of Experiment 5, no item had greater family resemblance with 
any other item, and no differences in learning, reaction time, or proto- 
typicality ratings were found. For categories with this structure, the hy- 
pothesis is that prototypicality can be induced purely as a function of ex- 
tent of overlap with a contrasting category. For the experimental groups 
of Experiment 5, the hypothesis is that extent of overlap and family 
resemblance within the category will combine to produce prototypicality 
under conditions of overlap. Only the symmetrically structured group 
was used. (The asymmetrical structures proved impossible to learn in 
the hour of subject time available when the items with greatest family 
resemblance within the category overlapped a contrast category.) 

Method 
Subjects. Subjects were 20 students in introductory psychology who 

had not participated in the previous experiment. They received course 
credit for their participation. 

Stimuli and procedure. Stimuli were constructed as described for 
Experiment 5. The contrast sets used were the overlapping contrast sets 
shown in Table 3. Scores for the amount of overlap with the contrast 
category were computed by the same methods as described in Experi- 
ment 4; each letter which occurred at least once in the contrast category 
received a weight of “1.” These weights were summed to give the 
overlap score of a string. The overlap score, thus, represents simply the 
number of letters in a string which occur in the contrast category. The 
contrast categories for the categories which had been controls in Experi- 
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ment 5 were constructed in an ad hoc manner in order to provide 
overlap scores O-5 for the strings of the initial category. These contrast 
category strings did not possess the same structure or same overlap 
scores as the initial category strings. Contrast categories for the symmet- 
rical groups were constructed with the same symmetric structure and 
same degree of overlap as the initial categories. The overlap scores for 
each string in the initial category and the overlap contrast category are 
shown in Table 3. (To understand better the derivation of the overlap 
score, the reader might wish to count the number of letters in a string 
which occur in at least one string of the contrast category and sum the 
number of such letters.) 

Procedures were identical to those of Experiment 5. 

Results and Discussion 

The control and experimental sets of Experiment 5 had different struc- 
tures. For the control set, the items had shown no difference in learning, 
reaction time, or prototypicality ratings when learned in conjunction 
with nonoverlapping contrast sets. By the method of measuring amount 
of overlap described under Method above, the contrast sets in the 
present experiment changed this set into one in which items ranged from 
zero attributes of overlap to all five attributes overlapped (only the initial 
category and not the contrast category itself was analyzed for this 
set-see Table 3). 

Table 5 shows learning, reaction time, and prototypicality scores for 
the greatest, middle range, and least overlapped items. A one-way 
ANOVA for correlated scores was performed for these measures for the 
three dependent variables. All three were significant: rate of learning, 
F(2,9) = 8.36, p < .Ol; reaction time, F(2,9) = 10.75, p < .Ol; proto- 
typicality,F(2,9) = 11.19,p < .Ol. 

For the symmetric experimental set, overlap is in conflict with the 
family resemblance structure internal to the category. There are two 
hypotheses which we wished to test with the analysis: The first was that, 
with internal family resemblance held constant by the analysis, extent of 
overlap with the contrast category would show a significant effect on 

TABLE 5 
EFFECT OF DEGREE OF OVERLAP ON RESPONSE MEASURES FOR CONTROL SET 

Response measure 

Number of errors 
Reaction time (msec) 
Prototypicality rating 

Low 
7.1 
909 
5.3 

Degree of overlap 

Medium 
9.4 
986 
3.4 

High 
12.6 
1125 

1.8 
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learning, reaction time, and prototypicality. The second was that in- 
ternal family resemblance would still have an effect and would tend to 
counter the effect of degree of overlap for the three items in which these 
two principles were opposed. 

In terms of internal family resemblance, the symmetric category can 
be divided into two halves (items 1, 2, and 3 versus items 4, 5, and 6) 
which are structurally identical In relation to the present contrast set, 
however, items 1, 2, and 3, had, respectively, 0, 1, and 2 overlapped 
attributes; while items 4, 5, and 6, had, respectively, 3, 4, and 5 over- 
lapped attributes. Our prediction was that, while in the tasks of Experi- 
ment 5, the two halves showed no significant differences, such dif- 
ferences would be apparent in the present experiment. T-tests were per- 
formed separately for each dependent variable for the means of items in 
the two halves for the data from Experiment 5 and for those means in 
the present experiment. None of these tests was significant for the 
Experiment 5 data. However, all were significant for the data from the 
present experiment: rate of learning, t(9) = 5.57,~ < .OOl; reaction time, 
t(9) = 6.08, p < .OOl; prototypicality, t(9) = 9.38, p < .OOl. Thus, de- 
gree of overlap with the contrasting category clearly influenced perform- 
ance even in a set which had an internal family resemblance structure. 

The second part of the hypothesis was that the internal family resem- 
blance structure would also influence performance. In three of the items 
(items 1, 2, and 3 in Table 3), internal family resemblance structure and 
degree of overlap were contradictory. (For the Experiment 5 data, in 
which only family resemblance within the category varied, results had 
been significant for all the variables: learning, F(2,9) = 4.56, p < .05; 
reaction time, F(2,9) = 5.16, p < .05; prototypicality, F(2,9) = 9.24, 
p < .Ol.) For the data from the present experiment, neither the learning 
rate nor the prototypicality results were significant. The one significant 
variable, reaction time--F(2,9) = 5.29, p < .05-showed shorter reac- 
tion times for items with less overlap, although these items also had less 
family resemblance within the category. Thus, internal family resem- 
blance, when in conflict with overlap, serves to mitigate the effect of 
overlap. 

In sum, the results of the present experiment have demonstrated that 
extent of overlap with a contrast category serves to structure categories 
in which items did not previously differ in degree of family resemblance 
and to influence the structure of categories in which items did previously 
differ in degree of family resemblance. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The results of the present study confirmed the hypothesis that the 
most prototypical members of common superordinate, basic level, and 
artificial categories are those which bear the greatest family resemblance 
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to other members of their own category and have the least overlap with 
other categories. In probabilistic language, prototypicality was shown to 
be a function of the cue validity of the attributes of items. In the particu- 
lar studies in this paper, we defined and measured family resemblance 
in terms of discrete attributes; however, previous studies indicate that 
the principle can be applied, to some extent, to other types of cat- 
egories, such as dot patterns distorted around a prototype and cate- 
gories consisting of items composed of continuous attributes which 
have a metric (Posner, 1973; Reed, 1972; Rosch, Simpson & Miller, 
N-ote 2). In such categories, the prototype dot pattern and the pattern 
with attributes at mean values have more in common with (are more 
like) the other items in the category than are items further from the pro- 
totype or the mean. Family resemblances (even broadly defined) are 
undoubtedly not the only principle of prototype formation-for example, 
the frequency of items and the salience of particular attributes or partic- 
ular members of the categories (perceptual, social, or memorial salience) 
as well as the as yet undefined gestalt properties of stimuli and stimulus 
combinations, undoubtedly contribute to prototype formation (Rosch, 
1975b)-however, the results of the present study indicate that family 
resemblance is a major factor. 

Such a finding is important in six ways: (a) It suggests a structural 
basis for the formation of prototypes of categories, (b) It argues that in 
modeling natural categories, prototypes and cue validity are not con- 
flicting accounts, but, rather, must be incorporated into a single model, 
(c) It indicates a structural rationale for the use of proximity scaling in 
the study of categories, even in the absence of definable category dimen- 
sionality, (d) It offers a principle by which prototype formation can be 
understood as part of the general processes through which categories 
themselves may be formed, (e) It provides a new link between adult and 
children’s modes of categorization, and (f) It offers a concrete alterna- 
tive to criteria1 attributes in understanding the logic of categorical struc- 
ture. 

Family resemblance as a structural basis for prototype formation. The 
origin of prototypes of categories is an issue because, as outlined in the 
introduction, there is now considerable evidence that the extent to 
which members are conceived typical of a category appears to be an im- 
portant variable in the cognitive processing of categories (Rosch, 1975a, 
1975b in press-a, b, c, d). From that previous work alone, it could be ar- 
gued that ratings of prototypicality are only measures of the associative 
linkage between an item and the category name and that it is such as- 
sociative strength which determines the effects of typicality on process- 
ing tasks such as those used in semantic memory. While in a processing 
model, associative strength may, by definition, be directly related to 
typicality effects, associative strength need not be conceived only as the 
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result of the frequency of (arbitrary or accidental) pairings of the item 
with the category name. The present experiments have attempted to pro- 
vide a structural principle for the formation of prototypes; family resem- 
blance relationships are not in contradiction to, but, rather, themselves 
offer a possible structural reason behind associative strength. 

The principle of family resemblance is similar but not identical to two 
recent accounts of prototype effects: the attribute frequency model 
(Neumann, 1974) and an element tag model (Reitman & Bower, 1973). 
Both of these models were designed to account, without recourse to an 
“abstraction process,” for the findings of several specific previous 
experiments-primarily those of Bransford and Franks (1971) and 
Franks and Bransford (1971). Both models predict memory (particularly 
the mistaken memory for prototype items which were not actually pre- 
sented) from the frequency with which elements appear in a learning set. 

A family resemblance account of prototypes is of greater generality 
than these models. In the first place, it accounts for prototypes in terms 
of distributions of attributes rather than in terms of the simple frequency 
of attributes (a factor which also distinguishes family resemblances from 
a narrow definition of cue validity). In the second place, it includes an 
account of the distribution of attributes over contrasting categories 
rather than focusing only on the category in question. That it is dis- 
tribution rather than simple frequency of attributes which is most rele- 
vant to prototypes in natural categories is argued by two facts: (a) The 
measure of distribution used in the present study was highly correlated 
with ratings of prototypicality for superordinate categories, whereas, a 
measure of the frequency of items (which is necessarily correlated with 
frequency of attributes) in the category is not correlated with prototypi- 
cality (Mervis, Rosch, & Catlin, Note 3), and (b) The overlap of attri- 
butes with contrasting categories is itself a distributional property not a 
property of simple frequency. (In the artificial categories of Experiment 5 
of the present paper, distributional and simple frequency were equiva- 
lent; however, in the other experiments, they were not-clarification of 
the relations between distribution and frequency of attributes is an issue 
which requires further research.) That the distribution of attributes over 
contrasting categories is as important a principle of prototype formation 
as distribution of attributes within a category is argued by the results of 
Experiments 2, 4, and 6. 

At this point, it should be reiterated that the principle of family resem- 
blance, as defined in the present research, is a descriptive, not a pro- 
cessing principle. Family resemblances are related to process models in 
two ways: (a) Any account of the processes by which humans convert 
stimulus attributes into mental or behavioral prototypes (such as an attri- 
bute tag model) should be able to account for the family resemblance at- 
tribute structure of categories outlined by the present research, and (b) 
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Classification by computation of cue validity and classification by 
matching to a prototype have been treated as alternative process models 
which are in conflict; however, the principle of family resemblance 
suggests that, for natural categories, both should be aspects of the same 
processing model. 

Family resemblance as an argument for the compatibility of cue valid- 
ity .and prototype models. Probability models, such as cue validity, and 
distance models, such as matching to a prototype, have been treated as 
two fundamentally different forms of categorization model whose con- 
flicting validities must be tested by empirical research (Reed, 1972). 
However, the present study has shown that empirically defined proto- 
types of natural categories are just those items with highest cue validity. 
Such a structure of categories would, in fact, appear to provide the 
means for maximally efficient processing of categories. Computation and 
summation of the validities of individual cues is a laborious cognitive 
process. However, since cue validity appears to be the basis of categories 
(Rosch et aE., in press), it is ecologically essential that cue validities be 
taken into account, in some manner, in categorization. If prototypes 
function cognitively as representatives of the category and if prototypes 
are items with the highest cue validities, humans can use the efficient 
processing mechanism of matching to a prototype without sacrificing 
attention to the validity of cues. (Note that such an account is similar to the 
compromise model which ultimately proved the most predictive for 
Reed’s 1972 categories of schematic faces-a prototype matching model 
in which the importance of each feature in the prototype was weighted in 
accordance with its cue validity.) In short, humans probably incorporate 
probabilistic analysis of cues and computation of distance from a 
representation of the category into the same process of categorization; 
future research on categorization would do well to attempt to model the 
ways in which that incorporation can occur rather than to treat cue validity 
and prototypes as conflicting models. 

Family resemblance as a basis for proximity scaling. Just as it has 
been customary to treat categories in terms of logical defining features 
which were assumed to be common to all members of the category, it is 
also not uncommon to treat proximity scaling of items in categories only 
as a means of determining the general dimensions along which items of 
the category are seen to differ. However, the results of the multidimen- 
sional scaling of the items of the superordinate categories in Experiment 
1 (performed with Smith, Shoben, and Rips) indicated that family resem- 
blance was predictive of centrality of items in the derived similarity 
space regardless of interpretability of dimensions or of item clusters. It 
should, in general, be the case that the more that items have in common 
with other items in a class (the closer the items are to all other items 
irrespective of the basis of closeness), the more central those items will 
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be in a space derived from proximity measures. The demonstration of 
the importance of family resemblances (and of prototypicality) in classi- 
fication provided by the present research suggests that the dimension of 
centrality may itself be an important aspect of and deserve to be a focus 
of attention in the analysis of proximity spaces. 

Family resemblance as a part of the general process of category for- 
mation. The concept of family resemblances is also of general use be- 
cause it characterizes prototype formation as part of the general process 
by which categories themselves are formed. It has been argued by Rosch 
et al., (in press) that division of the world into categories is not arbitrary. 
The basic category cuts in the world are those which separate the in- 
formation-rich bundles of attributes which form natural discontinu- 
ities. Basic categories have, in fact, been shown to be the most inclu- 
sive categories in which all items in the category possess significant 
numbers of attributes in common, and, thereby, are used by means of 
similar sequences of motor movements and are like each other in overall 
appearance. Basic categories are the categories for which the cue valid- 
ity of attributes within categories is maximized since superordinate cat- 
egories have fewer common attributes within the category than do basic 
categories and subordinate categories share more attributes with con- 
trasting categories than do basic categories. Basic categories are, thus, 
the categories which mirror the correlational structure of the environ- 
ment . 

The present study has shown that formation of prototypes of cat- 
egories appears to be likewise nonarbitrary. The more prototypical a 
category member, the more attributes it has in common with other 
members of the category and the less attributes in common with con- 
trasting categories. Thus, prototypes appear to be just those members of 
the category which most reflect the redundancy structure of the category 
as a whole. That is, categories form to maximize the information-rich 
clusters of attributes in the environment and, thus, the cue validity of 
the attributes of categories; when prototypes of categories form by means 
of the principle of family resemblance, they maximize such clusters and 
such cue validity still further within categories. 

Family resemblance as a link with children’s classijications. The prin- 
ciple of family resemblances in adult categories casts a new perspective 
on children’s classifications. Young children have been shown to clas- 
sify objects or pictures by means of complexive classes, that is, classes 
in which items are related to each other by attributes not shared by all 
members of the class (Bruner, Olver, & Greenfield, 1966; Vygotsky, 
1962). For example, Vygotsky (1962) speaks of the child in the “phase of 
thinking in complexes” starting with a small yellow triangle, putting with 
it a red triangle, then a red circle-in each case matching the new item to 
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one attribute of the old. Bruner et al. describe the young child’s ten- 
dency to classify by means of “complexive structures,” for example, 
“banana and peach are yellow, peach and potato round. . . .” Such 
complexive classes have been considered logically more primitive than 
the adult preferred method of grouping taxonomically by “what a thing 
is”-that is, grouping by superordinate classes and justifying groups by 
their superordinate names. However, the present research has shown 
that family resemblances, a form of complexive grouping, appears to be 
one of the structural principles in the composition of the superordinate 
classes themselves, and, thus, one of the structural principles in adult 
classification. Since adult taxonomic classes such as furniture or chair 
themselves consist of complexive groupings of attributes, it would ap- 
pear appropriate to study the development of the integration of com- 
plexive into taxonomic categories rather than the replacement of the 
former by the latter. 

Family resemblance as a logical alternative to criteria1 attributes. 
There is a tenacious tradition of thought in philosophy and psychology 
which assumes that items can bear a categorical relationship to each 
other only by means of the possession of common criteria1 attributes. 
The present study is an empirical confirmation of Wittgenstein’s (1953) 
argument that formal criteria are neither a logical nor psychological ne- 
cessity; the categorical relationship in categories which do not appear to 
possess criteria1 attributes, such as those used in the present study, can 
be understood in terms of the principle of family resemblance. 
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